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Abstrat
Bidireted graphs (earlier studied by Edmonds, Johnson and, in equivalent terms of
skew-symmetri graphs, by Tutte, Goldberg, Karzanov, and others) proved to be a useful
unifying language for desribing both flow and mathing problems. In this paper we extend
the notion of ear deomposition to the lass of strongly onneted bidireted graphs. In
partiular, our results imply Two Ear Theorem on mathing overed graphs of Lovasz and
Plummer. The proofs given here are self-ontained exept for standard Barrier Theorem
on skew-symmetri graphs.
Keywords: bidireted graph, skew-symmetri graph, strong onnetivity, ear deomposition.
AMS Subjet Classifiation: 05C38, 05C40, 05C75.
1 Introdution
For an arbitrary undireted graph G we write VG (resp. EG) to denote the set of nodes (resp.
edges) of G. In ase G is direted we speak of ars rather than edges and write AG instead
of EG. The same notation will be used for walks, paths, yles et.
Consider a digraph G and its arbitrary subgraph H (that is, VH ⊆ VG, AH ⊆ AG). An ear
of H w.r.t. G is a path P in G suh that: (i) both ends of P are in VH ; (ii) no inner node of P
is in VH ; (iii) AP ∩ AH = ∅. In partiular, an ear an onsist of a single ar a with both head
and tail nodes in VH ; as long as this is not onfusing we denote this ear by a. By H
′ := H +P
we denote a new digraph with VH′ := VH ∪ VP , AH′ := AH ∪ AP . Also, for a olletion P of
ears we denote by G+ P the result of adding all ears from P to G.
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Reall that a digraph G is alled strongly onneted if for any pair of nodes in G the former
one is reahable from the latter by a path or, equivalently, the underlying undireted graph
of G is onneted and eah ar of G is ontained in a yle.
For a pair of strongly onneted digraphs G,H , where H is a subgraph of G, we define an
ear deomposition of G starting from H to be a sequene of strongly onneted subgraphs of G
H = G0, G1, . . . , Gk−1, Gk = G,
where Gi+1 is obtained from Gi by adding an ear of Gi w.r.t. G (0 ≤ i < k). Clearly, an ear
deomposition is not unique.
Remark 1.1 One an easily see that the requirement for G1, . . . , Gk to be strongly onneted
an be dropped sine adding an ear to a strongly onneted digraph preserves strong onne-
tivity. This will not be the ase for the lass of bidireted graphs so we keep this requirement
to make our definitions more symmetri.
A entral fat about ear deompositions of strongly onneted digraphs is stated in the next
folklore theorem:
Theorem 1.2 For any strongly onneted digraph G and an arbitrary strongly onneted sub-
graph H of G there exists an ear deomposition of G starting from H.
The main goal of this paper is to extend the notion of ear deomposition and Theorem 1.2
to the lass of bidireted graphs. It turns out that this generalization will naturally ontain
ertain well-known deomposition results from mathing theory.
The notion of bidireted graphs was introdued by Edmonds and Johnson [3℄ in onne-
tion with one important lass of integer linear programs generalizing problems on flows and
mathings; for a survey, see also [6, 8℄.
Reall that in a bidireted graph G three types of edges are allowed: (i) a standard direted
edge, or an ar, that leaves one node and enters another one; (ii) a nonstandard edge leaving
both of its ends; or (iii) a nonstandard edge entering both of its ends.
When both ends of an edge oinide, the edge beomes a loop.
We borrow the notation that was introdued for undireted graphs and write VG (resp. EG)
to denote the set of nodes (resp. edges) of a bidireted graph G.
A walk in a bidireted graph G is an alternating sequene P = (s = v0, e1, v1, . . . , ek, vk = t)
of nodes and edges suh that eah edge ei onnets nodes vi−1 and vi, and for i = 1, . . . , k − 1,
the edges ei, ei+1 form a transit pair at vi, whih means that one of ei, ei+1 enters and the other
leaves vi. Note that e1 may enter s and ek may leave t; nevertheless, we refer to P as a walk
from s to t, or an st walk. P is yli if v0 = vk and the pair e1, ek is transit at v0; yli walks
are usually onsidered up to yli shifts. Observe that an ss walk is not neessarily yli.
A walk is alled edge-simple (or a path) if all its edges are different. If vi 6= vj for all
1 ≤ i < j < k and 1 < i < j ≤ k, then walk P is alled node-simple (or a simple path). Note
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(a) Graph G. (b) Subgraph H .
Figure 1: A pair of strongly onneted bidireted graphs G, H suh that H is a subgraph of G
and G annot be obtained from H by adding a single ear.
that the ends of a simple path need not be distint. As usually, a yli edge-simple walk is
alled a yle. A node-simple yli walk is alled a simple yle.
We now extend the notions of strong onnetivity and ear deomposition to the lass of
bidireted graphs. We all a bidireted graph G strongly onneted if its underlying undireted
graph is onneted and eah edge of G is ontained in a yle.
For a bidireted graph G and its subgraph H an ear of H w.r.t. G is a path P in G suh
that: (i) both ends of P are in VH ; (ii) no inner node of P is in VH ; (iii) EP ∩ EH = ∅. As
earlier, we use notation e to denote the ear onsisting of a single edge e.
One an see that unlike the ase of direted graphs adding an ear to a strongly onneted
instane may produe a graph that is not strongly onneted (f. Remark 1.1). Moreover, being
restated in terms of bidireted graphs, Theorem 1.2 beomes false. To see this, onsider an
example depited in Fig. 1. Both graphs G, H are strongly onneted and H an be obtained
from G by adding two edges. However, adding only one of these edges does not produe a
strongly onneted instane.
To overome this obstale one needs to allow a pair of ears to be added on ertain steps.
More formally, onsider strongly onneted bidireted graphs G and H suh that H is a
subgraph of G. Also, onsider a olletion P1, . . . , Pk of ears of H w.r.t. G. We denote by
H ′ := H + P1 + . . .+ Pk the result of adding all ears Pi to H . In partiular,
VH′ := VH ∪ VP1 ∪ . . . ∪ VPk , EH′ := EH ∪ EP1 ∪ . . . ∪ EPk .
Consider a strongly onneted bidireted graph G and its strongly onneted subgraph H . An
ear deomposition of G starting from H is a sequene of strongly onneted subgraphs of G
H = G0, G1, . . . , Gk−1, Gk = G,
where Gi+1 is obtained from Gi by adding a single ear of Gi w.r.t. G or an edge-disjoint pair
of suh ears (0 ≤ i < k). In ase Gi+1 is obtained from Gi by adding only one ear we all it a
single-ear step; otherwise we are referring to it as a double-ear step.
The required generalization of Theorem 1.2 an now be stated as follows:
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Theorem 1.3 For any strongly onneted bidireted graph G and an arbitrary strongly on-
neted subgraph H of G there exists an ear deomposition of G starting from H.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2 we prove a ertain speial ase
of Theorem 1.3 (that may be interesting for its own sake). Setions 3 and 4 ontain some basi
results regarding the so-alled skew-symmetri graphs, whih are used later in Setion 5, where
a omplete proof of Theorem 1.3 is given. In Setion 6 we show how Two Ears Theorem on
mathing overed graphs an be derived from our results.
2 Two Edges Theorem
Theorem 2.1 Let G be a strongly onneted bidireted graph with all edges standard; let E
be a nonempty olletion of bidireted edges with both ends in VG suh that eah edge in E is
nonstandard and G+E is strongly onneted. Then there exist a pair of edges e1, e2 ∈ E suh
that G+ e1 + e2 is also strongly onneted.
Suppose towards ontradition that there exists a graph G and a olletion of nonstandard
edges E suh that |E| > 2 and G + E is strongly-onneted but no proper subset E ′ ⊂ E
satisfies this property. In what follows we regard G as a standard direted graph denoting the
set of its ars by AG. Eah edge in E is of two possible kinds: it either enters both ends or
leaves them; aording to this, we divide E into the subsets E+ and E− respetively.
Consider a yle C in G + E that uses at least one nonstandard edge. Then, C traverses
equal number of edges from E+ and E−. By assumption of minimality of E, C traverses all
edges of E+ and E−, and hene |E+| = |E−|. Put
E+ =
{
e+1 , . . . , e
+
n
}
, E− =
{
e−1 , . . . , e
−
n
}
.
We transform G and E in order to make sure that all ends of edges in E are distint. To
this aim we do the following: (i) split eah node v ∈ VG into a suffiient number of pairs v
+
i , v
−
i ;
(ii) for eah node v ∈ VG add ars (v
+
i , v
−
j ) between all possible pairs; (iii) transform eah ar
(u, v) ∈ AG into a olletion of ars (u
−
i , v
+
j ) going between all possible pairs. Clearly, this
transformation preserves strong onnetivity of G.
Finally, eah edge {u, v} ∈ E+ (resp. {u, v} ∈ E−) is transformed into an edge
{
u+i , v
+
j
}
(resp.
{
u−i , v
−
j
}
) of the same type. Here we hoose fresh values of i, j for eah edge to
guarantee that all ends are distint. In what follows we keep the same notation G and E to
denote the resulting graph and the resulting set of nonstandard edges.
Reall [8℄ that for a given nonempty set V a pair (X, Y ), X, Y ⊆ V , is said to be rossing
if X ∩ Y 6= ∅, X ∪ Y 6= V , X \ Y 6= ∅, and Y \ X 6= ∅. A family of sets F ⊆ 2V is alled
rossing if X ∩ Y,X ∪ Y ∈ F for every pair of rossing sets X, Y ∈ F . One an easily see that
if F is rossing, X, Y ∈ F , X ∩ Y 6= ∅, and X ∪ Y 6= V , then X ∩ Y,X ∪ Y ∈ F . Finally, for a
rossing family F , a funtion f : F → R is alled rossing submodular (on F) if
f(X) + f(Y ) ≥ f(X ∩ Y ) + f(X ∪ Y )
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holds for all X, Y ∈ F suh that (X, Y ) is a rossing pair.
We need some additional notation. For a set of nodes X denote the set of ars entering
(resp. leaving) X by δin(X) (resp. δout(X)). Also γ(X) (resp. δ(X)) will denote the set of ars
or edges having both ends (resp. exatly one end) in X .
Put ϕ(X) :=
∣
∣δin(X)
∣
∣
. It is well-known that ϕ is rossing submodular on 2V . We onsider
the following subfamily of 2V :
F1 := {X ⊆ V | ϕ(X) = 1} .
Lemma 2.2 F1 is a rossing family.
Proof.
Let (X, Y ) be a rossing pair of subsets of V suh that ϕ(X) = ϕ(Y ) = 1. Submodularity
of ϕ implies
ϕ(X ∩ Y ) + ϕ(X ∪ Y ) ≤ ϕ(X) + ϕ(Y ) = 2.
On the other hand, sine X ∩ Y 6= ∅, X ∪ Y 6= V and G is strongly onneted, one has
ϕ(X ∩Y ) ≥ 1 and ϕ(X ∪Y ) ≥ 1. Therefore, ϕ(X ∩Y ) = ϕ(X ∪Y ) = 1 and hene both X ∩Y
and X ∪ Y are members of F1. 
Consider a pair of multisets S, T of nodes. By an ST olletion we mean a olletion of
ar-disjoint paths in G suh that: (i) eah path of P starts at a node in S and ends at a node
in T ; (ii) for eah s ∈ S the number of paths from P starting at s equals the multipliity of s
in S; (iii) for eah t ∈ T the number of paths from P ending at t equals the multipliity of t
in T .
Let x+i , y
+
i (resp. x
−
i , y
−
i ) be the ends of e
+
i (resp. e
−
i ). Consider the sets
V + :=
{
x+i , y
+
i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n
}
, V − :=
{
x−i , y
−
i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n
}
.
Let C be a yle in G+E that traverses eah edge of E. Removing edges of E from C we
split C into a V +V − olletion P0. Consider an arbitrary index i and the sets S :=
{
x+1 , y
+
1
}
and T :=
{
x−i , y
−
i
}
. Suppose, there exists an ST olletion. Together with edges e+1 and
e−i these paths form a yle in G + E, ontraditing the minimality of E. Therefore, no ST
olletion exists. Then, taking strong onnetivity of G into aount, by a standard max-flow
min-ut argument there exists a set Zi ∈ F1 suh that Zi ∩ S1 = ∅, Ti ⊆ Zi.
We start with sets Z1, . . . , Zn and unite them to onstrut a olletion of inlusion-wise
maximum setsW1, . . . ,Wm. More preisely, letH be an undireted graph with nodes {1, . . . , n}.
For eah 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n we add an edge onneting nodes i and j iff Zi∩Zj 6= ∅. Let C1, . . . , Cm
be the nodesets of onneted omponents of H . For eah i putWi to be the union of Zj, j ∈ Ci.
Clearly, Wi ∈ F1 for all i. From definition of Wi it follows that Wi are pairwise disjoint and
W :=
⋃
iWi overs all nodes of V
−
.
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For eah i we say that nodes x+i , y
+
i are mates. In partiular, x
+
i is the mate of y
+
i , and y
+
i
is the mate of x+i . Same terms are used for x
−
i and y
−
i . A simple indutive argument shows
that for eah i and t ∈ Wi the mate of t is also in Wi and S1 ∩Wi = ∅.
For a set X ⊆ V put n+(X) := |X ∩ T+| and n−(X) := |X ∩ T−|. It follows from the
existene of P0 and max-flow min-ut argument that
(1) n+(X) ≥ n−(X)− 1 for all X ∈ F1.
In view of (1), two ases are possible. First, one may have
(2) n+(Wi) ≥ n
−(Wi) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
But sine Wi are disjoint, (2) implies that n
+(W ) ≥ n−(W ). However, all nodes in T− are
overed by W and at least two nodes in T+ (namely, x+1 and x
−
1 ) are not overed by W  a
ontradition.
We may now assume that
(3) n+(W1) = n
−(W1)− 1
and W1 overs the following pairs of mates in T
−
:
(4) T1 :=
{
x−1 , y
−
1 , . . . , x
−
q , y
−
q
}
.
We laim that q < n. Suppose q = n, then n−(W1) = n. However,
{
x+1 , y
+
1
}
∩W1 = ∅, thus
n+(W1) ≤ n− 2. This ontradits (1).
Let a0 denote the only ar in G entering W1 (reall that W1 ∈ F1). P0 ontains a unique
path ending in eah node of T1. Put S1 := V
+ ∩W1; by (3) |S1| = |T1| − 1 and there exists
a unique node v ∈ V + − S1 suh that v is onneted to some node in T1, say x
−
1 , by the
path P0 ∈ P0 that rosses δ
in(W1) by a0. We trae P0 starting from v until reahing a0; let R0
be the suffix of P0 starting with a0.
We onstrut a subolletion of P0 as follows. Initially, onsider the node y
−
1 . It is onneted
by the path P1 ∈ P0 with the node in S1 that we denote by x
+
1 . If y
+
1 /∈ S1, then we stop.
Otherwise, y+1 is onneted by the path Q1 ∈ P0 with the node in T1 that we denote by x
−
2 .
We now onsider its mate y−2 and proeed it the same way as we did for y
−
1 .
In general, on the i-th step we onsider the node y−i and find the orresponding path Pi ∈ P0.
Let x+i be the start node of Pi. If y
+
i /∈ S1, we stop. Otherwise, denote by Qi ∈ P0 the path
starting at y+i . Put x
−
i+1 to be the end node of Qi and proeed with the next step.
This proedure eventually halts after, say, l steps yielding a olletion of paths
(5) P1, Q1, . . . , Pl−1, Ql−1, Pl
and a node y+l ∈ T
+ − S1. Note that all these paths are ompletely ontained in G[W1]. Sine
G is strongly onneted, there exists a path Ql from y
+
l to x
−
1 . This path rosses δ
in(W1) and
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hene R0 is a suffix of Ql. Thus Ql is ar-disjoint from all paths (5). Put
P ′ := {P1, Q1, . . . , Pl−1, Ql−1, Pl, Ql} ,
S ′ :=
{
x+1 , y
+
1 , . . . , x
+
l , y
+
l
}
,
T ′ :=
{
x−1 , y
−
1 , . . . , x
−
l , y
−
l
}
Then P ′ is an S ′T ′ olletion that gives rise to a yle in G + E traversing some but not
all edges of E. This, however, ontradits the minimality of E. Proof of Theorem 2.1 is now
omplete.
3 Skew-Symmetri Graphs
For bidireted graphs there is an alternative (and essentially equivalent) language of skew-
symmetri graphs. This setion ontains terminology and some basi fats and explains the
orrespondene between skew-symmetri and bidireted graphs. For a more detailed survey on
skew-symmetri graphs, see, e.g., [9, 4, 5, 2℄.
A skew-symmetri graph is a digraph G endowed with two bijetions σV , σA suh that: σV
is an involution on the nodes (i.e., σV (v) 6= v and σV (σV (v)) = v for eah node v), σA is an
involution on the ars, and for eah ar a from u to v, σA(a) is an ar from σV (v) to σV (u).
For brevity, we ombine the mappings σV , σA into one mapping σ on VG ∪ AG and all σ the
symmetry (rather than skew-symmetry) of G. For a node (ar) x, its symmetri node (ar)
σ(x) is also alled the mate of x, and we will often use notation with primes for mates, denoting
σ(x) by x′.
Observe that if G ontains an ar a from a node v to its mate v′, then a′ is also an ar from
v to v′ (so the number of ars of G from v to v′ is even and these parallel ars are partitioned
into pairs of mates).
The symmetry σ is extended in a natural way to walks, paths, yles, and other objets in G.
In partiular, two walks are symmetri to eah other if the elements of the former are symmetri
to those of the latter and go in the reverse order: for a walk P = (v0, a1, v1, . . . , ak, vk), the
symmetri walk σ(P ) is (v′k, a
′
k, v
′
k−1, . . . , a
′
1, v
′
0).
Next we explain the orrespondene between skew-symmetri and bidireted graphs (f. [5,
Se. 2℄, [2℄). For sets X,A,B, we use notation X = A ⊔ B when X = A ∪ B and A ∩ B = ∅.
Given a skew-symmetri graph G, hoose an arbitrary partition π = {V1, V2} of VG suh that
σ(V1) = V2. Then G and π determine the bidireted graph G with VG := V1 whose edges
orrespond to the pairs of symmetri ars in G. More preisely, ar mates a, a′ of G generate
one edge e of G onneting nodes u, v ∈ V1 suh that: (i) e goes from u to v if one of a, a
′
goes
from u to v (and the other goes from v′ to u′ in V2); (ii) e leaves both u, v if one of a, a
′
goes
from u to v′ (and the other from v to u′); (iii) e enters both u, v if one of a, a′ goes from u′ to
v (and the other from v′ to u). In partiular, e is a loop if a, a′ onnet a pair of symmetri
nodes.
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(a) Bidireted graph G.
x
x′
y
y′
z
z′t
t′
(b) Corresponding
skew-symmetri
graph G.
Figure 2: Related bidireted and skew-symmetri graphs.
Conversely, a bidireted graph G determines a skew-symmetri graph G with symmetry σ as
follows. Take a opy σ(v) of eah element v of V := VG, forming the set V
′
:=
{
σ(v) | v ∈ V
}
.
Now put VG := V ⊔V
′
. For eah edge e of G onneting nodes u and v, assign two symmetri
ars a, a′ in G so as to satisfy (i)(iii) above (where u′ = σ(u) and v′ = σ(v)). An example is
depited in Fig. 2.
Let X be an arbitrary subset of nodes of a bidireted graph G. One an modify G as follows:
for eah node v ∈ X and eah edge e inident with v, reverse the diretion of e at v. This
transformation preserves the set of walks in G and thus does not hange the graph in essene.
We all two bidireted graphs G1, G2 equivalent if one an obtain G2 from G1 by applying a
number of desribed transformations.
Remark 3.1 A bidireted graph generates one skew-symmetri graph, while a skew-symmetri
graph generates a number of bidireted ones, depending on the partition π of VG. The latter
bidireted graphs are equivalent.
Also there is a orrespondene between walks in G and walks in G. More preisely, let τ be
the natural mapping of V ∪A to V ∪E (obtained by identifying the pairs of symmetri nodes
and ars). Eah walk P = (v0, a1, v1, . . . , ak, vk) in G indues the sequene
τ(P ) := (τ(v0), τ(a1), τ(v1), . . . , τ(ak), τ(vk))
of nodes and edges in G. One an easily hek that τ(P ) is a walk in G and τ(P ′) = τ(P )R
(where WR stands for the bidireted walk obtained by passing W in opposite diretion). More-
over, for any walk P in G there is exatly one pre-image τ−1(P ).
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aτ
a′
τ
a
a′
b = vτ
b′
e
e′ f
f ′
g
g′
c
c′ d
d′
Vτ
(a) Bud τ in graph G together
with a shaded path P .
aτ
a′
τ
a
a′
b = vτ
b′
e
e′ f
f ′
g
g′
(b) Graph G/τ together with a
shaded path P .
Figure 3: Buds, trimming, and path restoration. Base and antibase nodes b, b′ are marked.
Path P is a preimage of P .
4 Regular Reahability and Barriers
A path in a skew-symmetri graph is alled regular if it does not ontain a pair of symmetri ars
(while symmetri nodes are allowed). This notion plays an important role sine regular paths
in a skew-symmetri graph G are exatly the images of paths in the orresponding bidireted
graph G. In this setion we state a riterion for the existene of a regular path onneting a
pair of symmetri nodes in a skew-symmetri graph.
Consider a skew-symmetri graph G. Let τ = (Vτ , aτ ), Vτ ⊆ VG, aτ ∈ AG be a pair suh
that: (i) V ′τ = Vτ ; (ii) aτ ∈ δ
in(Vτ ); (iii) every node in Vτ is reahable from the head of aτ by a
regular path in G[Vτ ]. Then we τ is alled a bud.
Let vτ denote the head node of aτ . The ar aτ (resp. node vτ ) is alled the base ar (resp.
base node) of τ , ar a′τ (resp. node v
′
τ ) is alled the antibase ar (resp. the antibase node) of
τ . For an arbitrary bud τ we denote its set of nodes by Vτ , base ar by aτ , and base node by
vτ . An example of a bud is given in Fig. 3(a).
Consider an arbitrary bud τ in a skew-symmetri graph G. By trimming τ we mean the
following transformation of G: (i) all nodes in Vτ −{vτ , v
′
τ} and ars in γ(Vτ ) are removed; (ii)
all ars in δin(Vτ )− {aτ} are transformed into ars entering v
′
τ (the tails of these ars are not
hanged); (iii) all ars in δout(Vτ )−{a
′
τ} are transformed into ars leaving vτ (the heads of these
ars are not hanged). The resulting skew-symmetri graph is denoted by G/τ . Thus, eah ar
of the original graph G not belonging to γ(Vτ ) has its image in the trimmed graph G/τ . Fig. 3
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Figure 4: An s-barrier. Solid ars should our exatly one, dashed ars may our arbitrary
number of times (inluding zero).
gives an example of bud trimming.
Let P be a regular path in G/τ . One an lift this path to G as follows: if P does not
ontain neither aτ , nor a
′
τ leave P as it is. Otherwise, onsider the ase when P ontains aτ
(the symmetri ase is analogous). Split P into two parts: the part P1 from the beginning of P
to vτ and the part P2 from vτ to the end of P . Let a be the first ar of P2. The ar a leaves vτ
in G/τ and thus orresponds to some ar a leaving Vτ in G (a 6= a
′
τ ). Let u ∈ Vτ be the tail of
a in G and Q be a regular vτu path in G[Vτ ] (existene of Q follows from definition of bud).
Consider the path P := P1 ◦Q ◦ P2 (here U ◦ V denotes the path obtained by onatenating U
and V ). One an easily show that P is regular. We all P a preimage of P (under trimming G
by τ). Clearly, P is not unique. An example of suh path restoration is shown in Fig. 3: the
shaded path P on the left piture orresponds to the shaded path P on the right piture.
Let G be a skew-symmetri graph with a designated node s. Suppose we are given a
olletion of buds τ1, . . . , τk in G together with node sets S and M . Additionally, suppose the
following properties hold: (i) olletion {S, S ′,M, Vτ1 , . . . , Vτk} forms a partition of VG with
s ∈ S; (ii) no ar goes from S to S ′ ∪M ; (iii) no ar onnets distint sets Vτi and Vτj ; (iv) no
ar onnets Vτi and M ; (v) the ar aτi is the only one going from S to Vτi . Then we all the
tuple B = (S,M ; τ1, . . . , τk) an s-barrier ([4℄, see Fig. 4 for an example).
Theorem 4.1 (Barrier Theorem, [4℄) There exists a regular ss′ path in a skew-symmetri
graph G iff there is no s-barrier in G.
5 Proof of Theorem 1.3
By an indutive argument it is suffiient to prove that given a strongly onneted bidireted
graph G and its strongly onneted proper subgraph H one an extend H to a strongly on-
neted graph by adding one or two edge-disjoint ears of H w.r.t. G. Moreover, one may
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assume that no single-ear step is possible at the moment and prove that a double-ear step an
be performed in this ase.
Consider skew-symmetri graphs G and H that are related to G and H respetively. Let a0
be an ar from AG −AH that has its tail node u0 in VH (suh ar exists due to onnetivity of
underlying undireted graphs of G and H). Sine G is strongly onneted there exists a regular
yle C0 in G passing through a0. We follow along this yle starting from a0 until reahing
the nodeset of H . This way, we onstrut a path P0 in G from u0 ∈ VH to, say, v0 ∈ VH . The
image of P0 in H forms an ear w.r.t. G.
By assumption that no single-ear step is urrently possible, one has no regular path in H
from v0 to u0. To apply Theorem 4.1 we onstrut an auxiliary skew-symmetri graph H0
from H by adding a pair of symmetri nodes s, s′ and ars (s, v0), (s, u
′
0), (v
′
0, s
′), (u0, s
′).
It follows that no regular ss′ path exists in H0 and thus there exists an s-barrier B0 =
({s} ∪A,M ; τ1, . . . , τk) in H0 where A,M ⊆ VH and τi are buds in H0.
Lemma 5.1 B := (A, ∅; τ1, . . . , τk) is a v0-barrier in H.
Proof.
First, suppose that τi is not a bud in H . This is only possible if the tail of its base ar aτi
is s. Hene,
(6) δinH(Vτi) = δ
out
H (Vτi) = ∅,
that a ontradition with onnetivity of the underlying undireted graph of H . Therefore, all
τi are also buds in H . To see that v0 ∈ A note that the only other possibility for v0 is to be
the base node of some bud τi. This, however, would again imply (6) and hene is not possible.
We also prove that M = ∅. Indeed, if δin(M) = δout(M) = ∅, then the underlying undireted
graph of H is not onneted. In ase there exists an ar leaving M , from definition of barrier
it follows that no regular yle in H an pass through this ar  again a ontradition. 
Consider the graph H1 := H/τ1/ . . . /τk obtained from H by trimming all buds of B. Put
Z := A ∪ {vτ1 , . . . , vτk} and onsider the bidireted graph H1 orresponding to H1 under par-
tition {Z,Z ′} of VH1 (see Setion 1). Sine no ar in H1 onnets the sets Z and Z
′
, all edges
of H1 are standard, so we may regard H1 as a digraph isomorphi to H1[Z]. As long as this is
not onfusing, we make no distintion between H1 and H1[Z].
Lemma 5.2 H1[Z] is strongly onneted.
Proof.
The onnetivity of the underlying undireted graph follows from this property of H. Con-
sider an arbitrary ar a of H1[Z]. Consider a regular yle C passing through a in H ; C remains
a regular yle under trimming of all buds in B. The image of C under these trimmings gives
rise to a yle in H1[Z] that passes through a, as required. 
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Figure 5: Possible types of ears.
Reall that we originally had the ar a0 ∈ AG − AH and the regular yle C0 passing
through a0. We drop all ars of C0 that belong to AH and thus split C0 into a olletion of
ears of H w.r.t. G. Consider an arbitrary suh ear P ; let u be its start node, and v be its end
node. We all P
1. α-ear if u ∈ S ′, v ∈ S;
2. β-ear if u ∈ S, v ∈ S ′;
3. γ-ear if u ∈ S, v ∈ Vτi for some i;
4. δ-ear if u ∈ Vτ for some i, v ∈ S
′
;
5. ǫ-ear if u ∈ Vτi, v ∈ Vτj for some i, j (possibly i = j).
These five ases are depited in Fig. 5.
Lemma 5.3 Eah ear obtained from C0 belongs to one these five lasses.
Proof.
Let P be an ear not falling into one of these lasses. Due to symmetry, it is suffiient to
onsider the following two ases: (i) u, v ∈ S; (ii) u ∈ Vτi for some i and v ∈ S. We argue that
u is reahable from v by a regular path in H and hene the image of P in G is an ear that an
be added to H without loss of strong onnetivity. This ontradits the assumption that no
single-ear step is urrently possible.
Indeed, in (i) Lemma 5.2 implies that u is reahable from v by a regular path in H1. By a
standard restoration proedure this path an be extended to a regular vu path in H . In (ii)
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vτi is reahable from v by a regular path in H1. Applying restoration proedure and adding a
regular vτiu path in H [Vτi] one again gets a regular vu path in H . 
Next, we onsider the sequene of ears
(7) P0, P1, . . . , Pm
obtained from C0 and onstrut a olletion of nonstandard edges E suh that H1 + E is
strongly onneted. First onsider the set of α-ears in (7). Eah suh ear P (in partiular, P0)
goes from a node u ∈ S ′ to a node v ∈ S. Construt an edge {u, v} (alled bakward) that
enters both of its ends and assign the ear P to this edge.
The subsequene of α-ears splits (7) into maximal parts without α-ears. Let Pi, . . . , Pj be
any of these parts. The part gives rise to a nonstandard edge as follows. In ase Pi is β- or
γ-ear put x to be the start node of Pi. Otherwise (Pi is δ- or ǫ-ear) put x to be the base node
of the bud ontaining the start node of Pi. Similarly, onsider Pj. In ase Pj is β- or δ-ear put
y to be the end node of Pi. Otherwise (Pj is γ- or ǫ-ear) put y to be the antibase node of the
bud ontaining the end node of Pj . Construt an edge {x, y} (alled forward) that leaves both
of its ends and assign the sequene of ears Pi, . . . , Pj to this edge.
As a result, we get a olletion of nonstandard edges E. All these edges belong to a yle
in H1 + E obtained from C0 as follows:
(8) All ars in γ(Vτi), i = 1, . . . , k are dropped. Eah α-ear Q in (7) is replaed by the ar
orresponding to the bakward edge assigned to Q. Eah maximal sequene Pi, . . . , Pj of
β-, γ-, δ-, and ǫ-ears is replaed by the ar orresponding to the forward edge assigned to
Pi, . . . , Pj. Finally, the bidireted image in H1 + E is taken by merging mates of nodes
and ars.
Hene, H1 + E is strongly onneted. Now Theorem 2.1 implies the existene of a pair of
edges e1, e2 ∈ E (where e1 is forward and e2 is bakward) suh that H1 + e1 + e2 is strongly
onneted. Our final task is to replae these edges by a pair of ears of H w.r.t. G.
A trivial part is to deal with e2 sine it orresponds to a single ear in (7). In ontrast, e1
may orrespond to a number of ears. We first prove the following auxiliary statement:
Lemma 5.4 Consider an arbitrary strongly onneted digraph and five nodes a, b, x, y, z in it.
Suppose there exists an {a, b}{x, y} olletion of paths. Then, there exists an {a, b}{x, z} or
{a, b}{z, y} olletion.
Proof.
We may assume that there exist an ax path P and a by path Q that are ar-disjoint.
Consider an arbitrary az path R. We follow it bakwards starting from z and stop either
when reahing a or enountering an ar from AP or AQ. If a is reahed, then {Q,R} is a
desired {a, b}{z, y} olletion. If an ar from P is enountered, then we get an {a, b}{z, y}
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olletion by taking path Q and parts of paths P,R. Finally, if an ar from P is enountered,
an {a, b}{x, z} olletion is obtained by taking path P and parts of paths Q,R. 
To omplete the proof we now proeed iteratively as follows. We maintain a pair of non-
standard edges e1, e2 (e1 is forward, e2 is bakward). Edge e2 is assigned a α-ear from (7);
let us denote this ear by Q. Edge e1 is assigned a sequene Pi, . . . , Pj of ears from (7).
The following invariant holds: there exists a regular yle C in the skew-symmetri graph
H + (Q+Q′) + (Pi + P
′
i ) + . . .+ (Pj + P
′
j) that passes through all ars of Q,Pi, . . . , Pj in this
order. Moreover, C gives rise to a yle C1 in H1 + e1 + e2 aording to (8).
Let {a, b} be the multiset of ends of e2 and {x, y} be the multiset of ends of e1. Due to
symmetry, we may assume that x is the start node of Pi. (Hereinafter we identify nodes of
H1 with those of H1[Z] and H [Z].) By dropping edges e1, e2 from C1 one gets an {a, b}{x, y}
olletion of paths in H1. In ase i = j, a unique ear orresponds to e1 and hene we are done.
Otherwise we hange e1, i, j so as to redue the number of ears assigned to e1. Consider Pi; it
annot be a β- or δ-ear sine that would imply i = j. Hene, two ases are possible.
If Pi is a γ-ear then put z to be base node of the bud ontaining the end node of Pi.
Apply Lemma 5.4 and replae {x, y} by either {z, y} or {x, z}. In the former ase put i := i+1,
in the latter put j := i. Also, update the yle C and the edge e1 to reflet the hanges in its
ends and proeed with the next iteration.
Now suppose Pi is ǫ-ear with the start node in the nodeset of a ertain bud, say τ . In
this ase x = vτ . The yle C enters Vτ by the ar aτ , uses some ars from γH(Vτ ), and then
leaves Vτ by Pi. We make sure that Pi is the only ear assigned to e1 that leaves Vτ . If it is not
true then we replae i by the largest index k in the range i, . . . , j suh that Pk leaves Vτ . The
yle C and the edge e1 are updated aordingly.
Then, let η be the bud whose nodeset ontains the end node of Pi; put z := vη. Like earlier,
we apply Lemma 5.4 and and replae {x, y} by either {z, y} or {x, z}. In the former ase put
i := i+ 1, in the latter put j := i. As before, update the yle C and the edge e1 to reflet the
hanges in its ends x, y and proeed with the next iteration.
One iterations are omplete, we get a single ear Pi is assigned to e1. The bidireted images
of Pi, Q in G form the desired pair of ears of H w.r.t. G. The proof of Theorem 1.3 is now
omplete.
6 Appliation to Mathing Covered Graphs
Reall [7℄ that a perfet mathing M in an undireted graph G is a set of edges suh that eah
node v ∈ VG is inident with exatly one edge in M . An undireted graph is alled mathing
overed if every edge e ∈ EG is ontained in a perfet mathing. An path in G is alled
alternating w.r.t. M if it onsists of an alternating sequene of edges from M and EG −M .
A subgraph H of G is alled elasti (w.r.t. G) if G[VG− VH ] has a perfet mathing. By an
ear of H w.r.t. G we mean a simple path P of odd length in G suh that: (i) ends of P are
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distint and are ontained in VH ; (ii) no inner node of P is ontained in VH ; (iii) EP ∩EH = ∅.
The result of adding P to H is denoted by H + P and is defined in a natural way.
An ear deomposition of a mathing overed graph G starting from its elasti mathing
overed subgraph H is a sequene of elasti (w.r.t. G) mathing overed subgraphs of G
H = G0, G1, . . . , Gk−1, Gk = G,
where Gi+1 is obtained from Gi by adding a single ear of Gi w.r.t. G or a node-disjoint pair of
suh ears (0 ≤ i < k).
We use Theorem 1.3 to derive the following result of Lovasz and Plummer:
Theorem 6.1 For any mathing overed graph G and an arbitrary elasti subgraph H of G
there exists an ear deomposition of G starting from H.
Proof.
It is suffiient to prove that for a mathing overed graph G and its elasti mathing overed
proper subgraph H the latter one an be extended to an elasti mathing overed graph by
adding one or two ears of H w.r.t. G.
Consider a perfet mathingMG in G suh thatMH := MH ∩EH is a perfet mathing in H
(existene of MG follows from elastiity of H). Then G, MG generate the bidireted graph G
as follows. Eah edge e ∈ EG −MG is direted so as to leave both of its ends. Eah edge
e = {u, v} ∈ M is transformed into a pair of parallel edges e1, e2 onneting nodes u, v. The
former one enters u and v; the latter one leaves u and v. Edges e2 are alled auxiliary. A
similar onstrution applied to H,MH yields the bidireted subgraph H of G.
We prove that G is strongly onneted (the same argument also applies to H). For eah
e ∈ EG the edges e1, e2 form a yle in G. So it remains to onsider edges e ∈ EG−MG. From
definition of mathing overed graph and simple fats regarding perfet mathings it follows
that there exists an alternating yle in G w.r.t. MG that passes through e. This yle in G
gives rise to a desired yle in G passing through e.
Consider an arbitrary ear P of H w.r.t. G and its image P in G (obtained by dropping
diretions of edges and merging e1, e2 into e, where e ∈ MG). Suppose P ontains an auxiliary
edge e2 (orresponding to the edge e = {u, v} ∈ MG). It follows that both ends of P are
ontained in the set {u, v}. Hene, {u, v} ⊆ VH and e ∈ MH . Thus, e2 ∈ EH , whih is a
ontradition. It is now easy to see that P is an alternating path in G w.r.t. MG with first and
last edges in EG −MG. Therefore, it has an odd length.
We apply Theorem 1.3 to H,G to get a olletion P of at most two edge-disjoint ears of H
w.r.t. G suh that adding all ears of P to H one gets a strongly onneted graph H
′
:= H +P .
We may assume that
∣
∣P
∣
∣
is minimal and hene there exists a yle C in H
′
that passes through
all ears from P . The image C of C in G is an alternating yle w.r.t. MG. Eah alternating
yle is simple and thus all nodes of ears in P are distint, as required.
It remains to show that the graph H ′ (obtained from H by adding the images of ears
from P) is elasti and mathing overed. The former property follows from the fat that
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MG∩γ(VG−VH′) is a perfet mathing in G[VG−VH′ ]. The latter property is due to the strong
onnetivity of H
′
. 
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